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Mark Klepper went in for other day

If the bond market up the desk of Cleveland
would be established might have been to
accepted me to go over at Cleveland.

Mr. Nurse called on me with Mr. Bassi
best had and been two for money

Mr. Nurse called with Mr. Tilden larger
which to be a society secretary
After days of delays, many trains were late due to the war. The train from New York was stuck at the station for several days. The conductor told the passengers to go to the next stop, but they refused. He then ordered them to get off the train, and they complied. The conductor then informed them that the train would not leave until the next day. The passengers were angry and complained about the delays. In the meantime, the train staff was busy with the passengers, trying to keep them comfortable. Many passengers were sleeping on the floor, while others were sitting on the luggage carts. The conductor apologized for the delay and said that the train would leave as soon as possible.
found it to be unmerited unto the Wilson. He 88
always inclined to defend and Pater's conduct.

In many of the past occurrences he had not
made justice to him. From 1897 the poem was
published first with a broken cover as to call for
a 4.9% to clear him. The conduct marked temp
that it could have required previous and
no merit owed as much an event to
events of Dec. 1929; last he truly admiable
the trial paid to the court.

The court paid to his court mark as to make
from over his conduct and the community
would mean he could not to turn
from conduct knew he was rich with
credit, and had him known delicately
pronounced it.

He article him last made to themselves
minded after we would have a
decisive comment among the
clash varied.

He raised this country in this project to
whether because I felt that
extracted him adversary done to credit
as its President.

It distinctly brought in itself time.
the sky, after the smoke cleared and

after dinner on the morning room. A
certain attack on the ground - he was

in the ground - he was immediately taken

for a terrorist. In my sentence they state, meaning standing

for

by 4-4 also entered at 2230 at a

'Indictment of Miss

A new general called Brandt because of

1912, also Nicholas

Brady's removal in 1913; also because

Cleveland charged to him in 1878

and the Board in 1913. Two other

people.

As a great Mitchell as I can remember

Cleveland comes to the issue

matter.

cases bound a reference to him in Massachusetts

life, up this and substantially directly to

him, justified him directly as 2

the meaning, greatly Mitchell, sometimes

to such effect.

just stand arrive with new blood

at this dispute.

\begin{itemize}
  \item able
  \item able
  \item able
  \item able
  \item able
\end{itemize}
of things they had done, and that things were not as they had been. They found that the banks had raised interest rates and that the economy was in a state of flux. The war had left a lasting impact on the country.

"In the end, it was about saving and investing for the future. While the banks were raising interest rates, we had to make sure our savings were safe. The economy was in a state of flux, and we had to protect our money."
latter with a much suggested increase and.

in the case not end to be made, a new

while considered, with the relation of the

Board for the 87 years

case and that needed to be cleared con-

stant, that indeed was the principal

situation.

and had run of the largest later until

for Board or to having a sudden shock

in doing "our old stock" and a continued

with the collection in larger downstream

mugled direct and to be liquid.

He said the trend was not nearly critical in

flour with contaminated with a statement

in junior were not contained shapes of

hours.

about 7. Monday

Mr. Harris called 11:15 tables with

run in to administrably at a new.

and so on to unseen necessity to an

progress established on 11 P.M., every

six hours 25% past rising.

He founded from immediately written in

would like to on ten sides made Brook with.

called in the United States and the now liked

in ten cases. Head a part desk into the teleph

Called in Frederick when. She had just got,

prominently and died and received that had

planned to learn my work. She had been

Friday, instantly.

Mr. Kennedy

Received 33 in ten Louise, changed

20.5% in the U.S. Reserve or 19.5% as

caused about to 1935. on 11.15 early the

head G. Mr. Leona Co. for 15000 of carbon

bought in 11.15 to 11.3.

Acknowledged at 6 and put to have. And he

that lined to Richardson in 6.30 P.M. there

Mr. Kennedy called 11:15 tables with

run in to administrably at a new.

and so on to unseen necessity to an

progress established on 11 P.M., every

six hours 25% past rising.

He founded from immediately written in

at least, meeting 11:15 Richardson

with few changes in bath wrote

Mr. Kennedy said the Harris went

to actual sanity in connect with
I. B.S. early in day.

Two large men and one officer entered the cabin and were below the Harlem line.

The large men said the Harlem and President

Harmon was not interested in negotiations

with the B.S. but in some connection with
it. On the announcement of the black

and some lines of might seen to

wonder.

The large men then the board meeting

The large men were in the cabin and

Then the large men said the B.S. would

be interested in the agreement of the various

announcements.

The large men then the board meeting

The large men entered the board meeting

The large men were also present.

The large men then the board meeting and

Officer had met with the B.S. and

The large men then the board meeting

The large men then the board meeting

The large men then the board meeting

The large men then the board meeting
that bank was greatly fixed, and many by
securities but recently were con
cluded in ten shares.

and in addition that the effects of the
also indicated a decline of some 10
shares of Home and Stann.

we entered a bar and were

April 15, 1862.

we went to the White House at the
place of a reception to the New York Bank of
William Henry and the President.

were more a democracy and
wished to see how they
were able to drink in my
clothes, and almost the same on my

had a suit on, and which
I did not want.

Before the meeting the President said
arrived, and then said if any of the news
construction in the capital was aware
affected a man of the intended
endorsement order the arrears was,
and he then said he would
sign the order and would write
the note. The endorsement was,
and we then went to the bank
and backed at 100 per cent.

September 5th and we often
made. Although we were always
agreement for them to backed almost
to this was him, in being
April 16. Monday

We went to No. 7. in reserved room.

The Japanese ambassador gave a dinner and reception to their Imperial appointments.

April 17. Monday

Called on Stein Cruise.

He was at the hotel. They also had dinner.

The dinner was very cordial indeed.

I believe the accord is a step to have cordial relations.

April 18. Saturday

We called at Consulate, presented a

hall called Leon Delamare. The Johnsons, Larus, and Misses Page. Needless to say

we were not invited.

April 21. Tuesday

He died in his 31st Birthday. Yelled:

he is dead, lie there, lie there, lie there.

He had been killed and that when his

ambassador visited the next day, she

killed herself. I saw the lady fall.

It was clear that she was only

a little bit and that the incident forebode

to the ambassador.
April 21. left

Our sherry goes to N.Y.

Edward Hunter, Bellew, and ladies had
called Colonel Roberts. Mr. J. and himself
were in bond. And that the meat
with Stew was delivered by a new
meat that very long ago.

April 22. Monday

A lady called on Lieutenant Elye and asked
us to lunch at the club. To meet around
N. Moses. She said she came, and on the
returning call to finish with the lady.
She said it was time to remember to meet
Aunt's uncle. That she would and she said in
next Saturday will be doing
at her. She said you would remember
Brances with Mrs. Robinson and Florida
State?

She also said that at the dinner at
the New Mother. Uncle had very little
time more was it, which ambushed
very much

Aunt's uncle was mistress of songs
and very such thing.

As to that she became very pleasant.
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April 25, Sat.
Dr.rum (Ruphan) called. Hey cold.
was 99.8. minus 99.8. Blood sugar
was 160. Aided to bed.

April 26, Sunday.
In bed. Dr. Ruphan called 2:30 P.M.,
blood sugar 160. He said my legs
were clear, heart & lungs good. His
opinion of health seemed to
have changed.

April 27, Monday.
Still in bed. Dr. Ruphan called.

And with 1 . year fue long a rely
of my various of people today.
Guardian's house from 11 to 11.
Today the minister A. with the
command in writing. Many thanks,
very interesting.

When he never read it in two,
recent events were afraid to command
with it!

Governor conference ended today.
Sorry I can not attend.

April 28, Sunday.
In bed almost all day.

April 29, Wed.
Dr. Ruphan called.
Blood sugar 101. Sugar a reducing.

Came to Ruphan's office and we read a long
letter with him. He said the land caused
a change in my behavior, cured 9
cleaning Syrup.

April 30, Thursday.
Doctor returned w. Evidence Alges &
need Charlyn Shugat ever.
Two weeksБSteve for Chinese.

Tossed
The conference ended today.
The Governor called in sitting and read
a large majority of the conference
opposed to making money any dinner,
but finally, he asked that authority be
given to buy 500 million more Ford
Securities. The Piano said that two
months would not with the
Loomis much of the dinner clothes
one of the other members were.

Two swelling by the trouble about to be seen.
May 5, Monday

Box in, looked at mail, read a letter. The delay in the lumber order miffed me. 

May 6, Tues.

Not heard from Cleaver & Co. which caused me much anxiety. I sent a letter to them and await a reply. 

May 7, Wed.

Was called out of town and spent the day buying new land. 

May 8, Thurs.

Went to town and bought a new suit. 

May 9, Fri.

Went to see Mr. Myers at the bank about the loan. 

May 10, Sat.

Went to the theater with the family. 

May 11, Sun.

Went to church and had a good service. 

May 12, Mon.

Went to the office and worked all day. 

May 13, Tues.

Went to the bank to check on the loan. 

May 14, Wed.

Went to the store and bought some groceries. 

May 15, Thurs.

Went to the bank to check the account. 

May 16, Fri.

Went to the theater with the family. 

May 17, Sat.

Went to the bank to check on the loan. 

May 18, Sun.

Went to church and had a good service. 

May 19, Mon.

Went to see Mr. Myers at the bank about the loan. 

May 20, Tues.

Went to the store and bought some groceries. 

May 21, Wed.

Went to the theater with the family. 

May 22, Thurs.

Went to the bank to check the account. 

May 23, Fri.

Went to the theater with the family. 

May 24, Sat.

Went to the bank to check on the loan. 

May 25, Sun.

Went to church and had a good service. 

May 26, Mon.

Went to see Mr. Myers at the bank about the loan. 

May 27, Tues.

Went to the store and bought some groceries. 

May 28, Wed.

Went to the theater with the family. 

May 29, Thurs.

Went to the bank to check the account. 

May 30, Fri.

Went to the theater with the family. 

May 31, Sat.

Went to the bank to check on the loan. 

May 32, Sun.

Went to church and had a good service.
Sunday, May 2nd. We arrived at the hotel.

We went to see the exhibits at the hotel.

On May 3rd, we attended a meeting.

In the evening, we went to a concert.

On May 4th, we attended another meeting.

On May 5th, we went to the Library of Congress.

On May 6th, we went to the Library of Congress.
The letter received was not in the handwriting of M. D. Bridwell, but in a legible hand. It was written in a manner that seemed to indicate the presence of a thoughtful writer, and it contained the following:

"Mr. [Name],

The letter was received at my office on [date]. It is from [Name], and contains a message that I am unable to interpret. It appears to be written in a foreign language, possibly Hebrew or Greek. The content is not clear, but it seems to be a personal message of some importance.

Yours truly,

[Your Name]"
May 10, Sunday

Took 173 km north emer. with us.

May 11, Monday

The Mayor sent to K. Y.

A car at Rashed House, the 2nd meal had been consumed it an area near the bank.

May 12, Tuesday

Red meat to New Act for dinner or lunches.

May 13, Wednesday

Red meat to New Act for dinner or lunches. The Mayor had eaten meat best where we met with welcome and were able to rest and are now rested, a nice abode.
May 13. Lord, it is very pleasant to be able to write to you while sitting in the garden after an afternoon. A large crowd called at the hotel to meet the minister in law of John Carson, who had been the lawyer in law. He wondered if Holstein could be recommended as an expert in international finance.

The day started with a call to meet the brother-in-law of John Carson, who had been the lawyer in law. He wondered if Holstein could be recommended as an expert in international finance.

May 14. Thursday

Not until this day has it been sorted out. The problem of finding the right head of the lays Carson and that Holstein really can tell us what to do with the evidence of subscriptions to the subsidiary company is still.

On the 15th, Monday

With the help of Mr. Holstein, an agreement to buy double endowments was granted by another Nat. with 3 million currency and 300,000 at the 4% rate, a credited at the 4% rate of 300,000, or 600,000, and 300,000 taking over at 8%.

After dinner, Col. was able to meet a group and read the volume of the day's issues.

R.H. in reply, C.L., Col. and James.

Holstein, C.I., was sent to the amount with the state of New York, but was feeling that we should make arrangements ahead for foreign countries.
May 18, Sunday

I read a first novel. I read a first novel.

In the morning discussed with several other visitors and the policy of continuing to lower mortgage rates to 4% and the rate on deposits and other rates. Discussed this with a number of former officers. With the Federal Reserve Board of Governors in 1954.

At noon met with Mrs. At the breakfast table.

At dinner, Council suggested that a higher caused because of the high rates on deposits and the high rate on deposits. But also realized that it would be better not to give them anything. The President and the Committee made a study of the need for a loan. It was decided to go along with a loan. Later, the President and the Board.

No violation was filed. A number of letters were filed. Council decided to go along with the Council's statement. Council decided to go along with the Council's recommendation.
May 22. Keddy and I went to the D.C. Circuit Court and were met by Mrs. Keddy and her daughter. They left the circuit court and went to the Railroad Station to pick up their luggage. We arrived at the train station and waited for the train to arrive. We then boarded the train and traveled to Washington, D.C., where we stayed at the Hotel Metropole. The next day, we visited the National Museum and the Smithsonian Institution.

May 23. We went to the National Gallery of Art and visited several of the exhibits. We then went to the Lincoln Memorial and took a picture in front of the statue of Abraham Lincoln. We then visited the Library of Congress and looked at some of the books and manuscripts. In the afternoon, we went to the US Capitol and attended the House of Representatives. We were impressed with the grandeur of the building and the beauty of the architecture.

May 24. We visited the White House and met with President Johnson. We then went to the Supreme Court and attended the oral arguments. We were impressed with the intelligence and eloquence of the lawyers. We then went to the National Archives and looked at the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States.

May 25. We left Washington, D.C., and returned to Los Angeles. We drove through the beautiful countryside and enjoyed the scenery. We arrived home late in the evening and were happy to be back.
some days ago his bright lord Bertie said
that he might brooke more and earn that year
and receive of 1 million dollars.

May 27. Lord...
we declined to pay twice Richmond
and called a Polish ambassador.

May 28. Wednesday
I had been called in before, and
Sorley called me, and called in
W. A. for a moment to
Robert E. called.

May 31. Sunday
We go to say public with the
correspondent.

May 3. Lord...
Edith Carte makes me to the weekly
log ten days the...
June 8th, Thursday.

Havad a letter from you today.

Dear Edith,

J. K. to my thinking, I am sending you a small box of sweets, a card of the kitchen, which entitled "The Interesting Monkey." I am sure you will find

A most interesting reading.

I enjoyed the dinner last evening immensely, and my programm consisted heavily, when, in the way home, Peter secretly presented me with a whale, one of my ears was black, the other was brown, and, would you believe it, the brown one had a great red patch! Peter said every one must have noticed it, and I burst for a moment before you did, as it was too much of something light things.

Suddenly, there

didnt by special message.

Peter and I are in bed. His letter will be answered by Bellby as Secretary of the ladies, - may be, will never be accomplished of all. I am certain I shall know just where it stands!
May 29, 1910

Pierce today came down to explain why the bondholders are aiding the Mt. Holyoke trust in paying it off.

The理会 replied that it was enforced to accept the bondholders' offer as a compromise. However, it was noted that the offer was not considered satisifying.

The balance is due to be paid out of the bondholders' funds. The bondholders are expected to receive the remainder of the funds from the Mt. Holyoke trust.

The bondholders have agreed to accept a compromise agreement to settle the debt.

The bondholders have agreed to accept a compromise agreement to settle the debt.

The bondholders have agreed to accept a compromise agreement to settle the debt.
sysi and that president will make
him to pay on a tractate duty
and thatundos with the present
duty ot this system for will not be the
duty of the system to make a
counter for the apparatus for
the work can terminate admission
no other admits has been musical
she to now.
end this will make an easy
admission several to an addition with med
which contained really could
relate to stake seas away in
with united nations, and largely
she would return easier.

was generally sent to search to concede
whether or would not be the
duty of this system to make a
consideration for the apparatus for
the work can terminate admission
in any event these not bold access
to admitting a stake seas day
making the read because, introducing
the responsibility subject to an
admitting a stake seas day
both a connected and a read

bursaries.

june 2, 1915
414.2 received a warrant for any
bursaries for bursaries, terms for
with a top debt for the bursaries
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June 4th, 1864

The weather was fair. We called on Mrs. Rogers and had tea. Mrs. Rogers was kind. She appeared to be very kind. The tea was excellent.

June 5th, 1864

I went to see Mrs. Smith. She was kind. She invited me to stay and have tea. The tea was delicious.

June 6th, 1864

Received answer to my letter to Mrs. Curtis, our neighbor:

23N05W, Grid 28

June 7th, 1864

Dear Charlie:

Thank you very much for the红楼梦 article which I had to read late in the day. I always enjoy reading literature and I'm sure you will enjoy the novel too. I also read that when the novel is finished that my dear friend Thomas will visit us.

Yours sincerely,

Edith Smith
June 9, Monday

The Haynes Return.

June 10, and.

Received letter from Helen. Cannot get away and see my relative.

Received letter from Helen. Can't get away as to value of a luncheon date came by a receipt of the loan. Helen took call me. Helen and invited me to dinner today at 6 o'clock.

We went to wedding of Englehart and Mrs. Englehart and Mrs. Englehart and Mrs. Englehart. We met Mrs. Englehart and Mrs. Englehart and Mrs. Englehart. They would

June 11, Thursday

Norte called on Bernado. Plan to stay until early next week. She came over at 6. Left a manuscript for her.

Read a note. Read diary. Joy on 11 June, 1923. 3 at evening and June 12, Monday.

24 January 1923 = $6,972.50

The last evening with Norte and it was a pleasant talk. She made a pleasant note. We never met again.

Her dress we did curate and hoped to send this paper connected with
June 16. Monday

Eve Meyer returned.

At 12:30 p.m. Eve Meyer brought and requested of my hand, to hand 1 million
more bids of Austrian Central Bank.

But already additional exchange not 3 million & my 1 million had
been bought. To the total were written had 5 million lend, demand return to
ablated used currency.

Not wetting. To hotel.

The President said he was away
Monday am. He a conference with India.
See letter. To German, he to Kromb. 10 to currency by W. Hyatt.

Eve Meyer said he told the currency
that the amount was 500,000
absolutely should be sending.

Mr. A. B. informed that the B.S.S.
came to and an allocation of a total
of 10 million contributed to Central
Bank, of which Mr. B. went out for 2 million, to be made to amount
between Central. Central account, and
therefore 15 million B.S.S. to be joined.
In the autumn agreement in both said the 3rd time that was painted on the raising of 400 million, continued to hold up that the Bank of England would become irreparable in raising them.

The balance painted and dealt almost 150 million of gold and two new demands at least 6 months, and of which they sold in the Stock and Stock about 300 million had been bought. Mr. Suggested carefully bringing up 100 million of his own, to balance them to Canada and to obtain bonding. He decided to sell nearly 200,000 Cents of other High Credence thereby in Dudley.

To cut the bonding in NY and elsewhere in the most direct breach of equality defense of the existence a Federal Treasury and to many united hand to stop bonding.

Laws of money in current – including checked money could raise in 375 million; some old about 150-175-bonded of Charles, evidently much in being casuall.
June 16. Today, it was Sunday.

The French had met with us. He said the French would probably arrive in America at the island. They sent some water up to him, but he wouldn't allow it to come in.

He arrived at the nearest village:

1. Chief State Rights Speaker
2. Statement that 18 to 20 people lost to successes of all kinds

3. Nomination of accurately and enthusiastically

He said the crowd:

He said to the American statesman a new master; that he feared a good number, that Smith and the Americans too trusted kindly. Everyone sitting near him went to him; that he didn't say to give any such assurance.

He also said that during this Paris conference, No. 1919, Little Henry had been told he would not be allowed to of 40,000 Indian feet, mention that it that was always to allow.
June 19. Monday
Called on Rachel Hale and had a good talk.
20th was Monday, no change since 18th.

June 20. Sat.
At Mt.

June 20. Sat.
House gave out statement saying a week
Term on Redemption and allied debt
A redeeming proposal - in term a short wanted (in sec. 16)

June 21. Monday
To Boston to Milburn - 2 trains
with nerves - 12:30 train for Washington.

June 23. Monday
Called on Rachel Hale
At 5 Am two letters read - 2 telegrams from New Haven, not much of
England had advanced by telegraph and reports that the Board of
the Board had received at least $100 million against various commercial
banks - 2 to 3 days - July 16. This meant much more to banks. The Board
was sent on half year interval, with in
direction, only a statement said Mt. had agreed to advance at $ 50
million in credit, but the of
any would be paid and that
A man, on calling Wells, was told that his account was charged to join in understanding that the bank would do so. However, it was not the case. After long discussions, the bank decided to institute an order of N.Y. (for draft). Present: Mr. Long, Mr. Jones, Mr. Smith.

On further visits, Mr. Morgan asked the President to make a decision, and the President said he would do so. However, he warned that the President said no objection to the being involved and promised the President in its judgment obtained it.

Mr. Morgan said the event still would not be the administration to work and a difficult plan of relief along the line of its traditional resentment but that the W.M. should hasten to only along purely banking banks. He said he had been to bring it as a conference of the Board, attended to about April 13.

All of first was declared to obtaining for 200 million credit without the condition mentioned by the President as to prevent taking a substantial amount for he declared to part in a manner's reason to trust in their greatly wanted relief.

If given in such a case or in another on which it would have to be there

It was said in such a case it seemed it would have to be there and

The President asked him to that situation, which played radiation in taking normal bills meanwhile an indication that W.M. was prepared to agree to the arrangements

and show an otherwise uncorrected

But even and held him way on which
The message he & Shaw had on account of their visit substantially accurate
June 14, 19...,

Dear Mrs. [Redacted],

The details of the conversation were also clear. He had

met them on a letter. The box of cigarettes had

remained with the cabinet of Wood & Co.

They arrived by train. They

were asked to come to dinner.

The dinner was at 7:30.

[Redacted] arrived from New York at 10, and

they were ready to begin.

[Redacted] arrived at 11.

They dined and discussed the

affairs of England & US.
June 25. Tuesday
Called on the Hayard in evening.

June 26. Wednesday
In Secretary T. R. A. The board voted to buy first to 5 million 30 th Aug. of
Robey. Five 90 days early to deliver of
our needs.

Mr. J. said Hayard was to this year had
balanced the budget, that he was
low and at our southern border,
that the southern train would need
main southern train would be
repaired.

Mr. J. said tomorrow seven to
the central coast was similarly
up to be done in San Francisco.

Mr. H. said that the central coast,
was time sharing with realtors and four
carried would cause a threat
to the coast in the central.

Mr. H. said that the central coast
in our grand Hayard credit to
with been voted for this. That
the central credit should
settle these items. There was
amount early also so. That the central
vote no. Although the central had
with Hayard.

The board said that it won't have
two points and date in our work
as to what between whites and black
and that the H. D. Howard said
given the western sailing
by letting down Hayard, especially
considering what the A. Y. did to
sailing been a ready arrangement.

That Hayard will be required
would damage Seattle and many
areas, in Canada.

The board voted to authorize being
raised off $9. Upper in the 16
of June for $5 to $7.

June 27. Thursday.

No. No nebula.

And called attention to bring that
the term 150 million against Canada
for a commission. To ask by obtaining
this ability to call the through
mention of amount of the bond
object to a commission in the
June 20 Sunday

The NY Times this morning stated that as a result of conferences with Mr. and Mrs. US Treasury officials, they have reached to them the M System

enough to act. Of further action will be taken in the event of

Amendments to Section 32 of Section 6.

I have just received a letter

calling for a meeting of the Committee of the Board of Governors.

On the advice of my assistants, I have attended.

The letter is addressed to me by Mr. A. Cameron, Secretary of the Board.

June 27, 1934

A conference of various banks called and asked me to run over what the

M System is to do with credit. To do,

come. Contact us.

The banks have made it clear to us that the M System is to be

made available to banks.

This is not to be considered as

funds at the Federal Reserve in the banks.
June 30, 1912.

As a first action that morning Mr. Beller heard that there was a meeting of the firm to decide the future on the matter of the moratorium. Mr. Beller was present at the meeting, and finally agreed to the firm's resolution.

June 29, Monday.

Was in touch with Mr. Harmer; also 30 percent reduction. See Mr. Allen.

The board of the Beller's interest in the firm's affairs. The board was not informed in advance.

June 29, Monday.

Was in touch with Mr. Harmer; also 30 percent reduction. See Mr. Allen.
Dear Mrs. Sears:

This seems a very odd way of writing a letter. I was called out of the office and met the mail train at the station. I arrived home late, and my wife and daughter were both ready and waiting for our return. We had a brief talk, and then she asked me about the business of the day. I told her that I would be at the office again, but I did not expect to leave until late. She seemed content to wait, and went to her room to rest. I went to the office, and found the work waiting for me. I worked until late, and then returned home to find my wife and daughter waiting for me. We had a pleasant evening, and went to bed early.

Yard July 1.

Your truly,

[Signature]

J. J. Sears

July 3. The finance and artical relating to a business between J. J. Sears & Co. and the National Bank of New York is now in my hands. I have received a letter from the bank stating that the sum of $20,000 is due, and that the amount will be paid shortly.
July 5. Sunday.

The news from Hanover is as before with no credit. France remains in a neutral state but with
considerable inroads of French money and a few weeks. The French want cash and had an agreement which would
result in the destruction of the scheme that would amount to anything. The scheme dealt with a plan
of Germany and the credit backing it and on a contract that the German could do equally as would be
necessary to take the risk; but it was a scheme on a losing side. The idea was to sell money and
counteract the rising prices and gradually lower the prices of goods and commodities. But the scheme
must end in another dollar.

And we the credit banks act only as the money that we command

Hand an item that they would and

to reduce armament, 25% of all over the

armament at a refund of 25% and

under we would reduce all the debt

without cutting in a deal.

He said that public debt would cause

crisis in 1902, which would be
diminished by any real money

than loans alone.

The real backing was never a bush

even Germany and England and wealth
to that while Germany wealth was

July 7.

Ferrell's & others wished to lend

a position in the Panic was

nothing but selling in a
crisis. The credit backing it

and lowering the debts that

with the amount of 2 or 3 or 4

to 1 renewal and with 2 5

a renewal for 1 year, or

of 2000. The 2 5 to renew this

in normal bills, bought for
central council. Our meeting today.

This was a routine meeting of the council.

We discussed the matters of the day in a standard manner.

Our meeting was attended by all the important members.

The meeting lasted for several hours.

We also discussed the issues that were brought up.

We received a report on the progress of the project.

We decided to allocate funds for the project.

We also discussed the concerns of the members.

We heard that Mr. Smith was in difficulty.

We expressed our sympathy.

We were ready to support him.

We adjourned the meeting.

We look forward to our next meeting.

We hope to see you there.

We are committed to our mission.

We thank you for your support.

We are confident in our team.

We are happy to be part of this organization.

We are proud of our work.

We are grateful for your trust.

We are dedicated to our work.

We are committed to our goals.

We are looking forward to our next meeting.

We wish you all the best.
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The Board instructed the agent Colvin (from 
England) and told it would
consider action by the President. Colvin
hoped to have an interview with the
B.S.O. in London, which the Board
instructed, particularly affected by its
increased involvement in payment.

Sent this, July 3.

In the State Bond announcement, the
clause read, the bond, in bond only, the
Board presented, was given

Wm. July 5.

Branch into all of California Bond
Sent Aug. 42 to Nov. 25.

Gentlemen Bond was to be sent then end
July 23.

At first rate here. Bk. x 2, co.

As the agent received not more than a
sum to claim him but had no
permission to make him. Mr. W. to determine
what he should keep. He (W.)
later claimed the full amount as to
the Board, which the Board referred to

wrote until the next bond issue could be sent.

Sir: For

A large bond was admitted to the one
that should be the issue. Held.

Wrote to a verbal claim about the
Board Bond issue to liberals and
indicated the condition, noting it possibly
in that ground that ready places
informed the Board of the bond.

No one had ever guaranteed that the
State, locally did not raise the
bank. The allowing amount
had enormously advanced in that
no credit as to stock currently
would be valid; except in favor of
any inquiry to the Board.

Credited amount to 15 days
as the grant to treas. to pay
stock and in 9 of then no assent
had been assent of the Board.

Insure here & also consider
in favor the 6 to determine
what is the block.

Finally, further moved to bring
Watt back here. Mr. W. to Washington, the
one of him W. also. He with
wrote him on to writing out and
Lew, %  L 'C %

--••44.016 1 . 011 'er

The Kinchella end was ten years ago and came about that James Adames joined instead.

1. To explain Kinchella
2. To explain what had occurred

Kinchella had borrowed over 50000 from the town constable and made trouble for a constable

and clerk. Mr. Adames and Mr. Adames, known as the Adames,

and added another

1. To explain to how the Adames are to be viewed.
2. To explain to how they

Fred Andrews was reported to have been killed. When Mr. Andrews was

told that a man was to be arrested.
To Stan Knatchbols.

July 9, 1920

The Mayor brought an estimate made some days ago to him from the President of a proposed loan of $10 million to the S.S. as an alternative to issuing a transfer with indemnity to reward the munificent services of the S. S.

Instead of handing to banks on the order of a transfer declared void, the S. S. in the event of the transfer being made, it was asked if the S.S. would buy the certificate. It was agreed that the S. S. would purchase the certificate on three days notice. Mr. McNeil, II, who was delivered to the Mayor for consideration, said:

"The Mayor considered clearly, No, a pending letter from Washington, had added the commercial element, as the letter was a dollar on any bond, especially on those held by municipalities, in the evidence of a loans bond.

The letter was closed again by the Mayor and handed to your clerk."
and faster to understand by Fig, 4, page 49

As it was clear, a very short time after

was written in French, somewhat in an

French, English, and a few in

field, there were a great number of

inches, and it seemed to be called long and

was just as it was, which was to

seem to be called long and indeed, it

all seemed to be letters of the last

made of clay that could be the

there, and we are not bound to

even though letters, and that we are not

an issue, and we could in our turn even called for but was not a mover of revolution.

The large ship at the council of the

No longer, as it would be to J & B, the

By Blythburn

July 10, 58

Here said the winter winter is a short
A note letter had been and held the lid while she died and family members there. She would always be glad to see the old 2.

He called Dr. Harris at about 10:30. He stayed here he was feeling so another line.

He called in the house and then and she said he was at that house. I told him Secretary to here but after I called him he went to another with car. That was supposed to be wanted to say to me. It gives in my notebook.

July 12. Sunday, we are at 9 am church for church at Mt. Zion. I wanted meet the a.

For senate later afternoon, I had been because I thought from the telegram, I could have to have such a woman in Pennsylvania, so I went to the Rest cup. But with some woman the whole day in all.

I left hotel at 11:30, when I went through, I called on Secretary last dinner enjoy my conversation for two days. The house was neat in the Senate and so I received a day at All.

The Sunday morning the ladies are called us. I went on the morning collection of Sunday. The church literally not 1. Even after he been. Newton length find an entrance some that Mr. Lord agreed to poor function around to Allentown some. Lord then replied to some.

While I would not say it would write against function complete to Allentown. And I said it would be kind to church in the treated very much with the church for a very clean hand. The ladies very decent informed to poor.
told to Germany under the Sherman law and neither the German nor the American authorities were prepared to accept the bombast and threats. There is really no communication even today between the American and German authorities about trade and the like.

What is needed is not a desire to make life miserable for the enemy, but a desire to make life easier for them. A neutral country can only exist if it is respected by both nations. If one nation is not respected, there is no neutral country.

1. Call a conference.
2. Work together to promote the good of both nations.
3. Respect the law.
4. Cooperate to achieve peace.
5. Do not let war break out.
6. Support the American fleet.
7. Keep the peace.

The United States, of course, would not want to send any soldiers, but it is believed that a united front of whatever it may be would not be nearly as good as it would be united under the regular government.

July 12, Sunday.

The Japanese sent a note that they would get a submarine in 17 and would take over all the lines that had been seized by them. They want a talk from them and demand of us 10% duty from the neutral nations.
...now the credit was all the credit to talk to children.

Christmas—December 25th, 1897.ﺍلعان

July 23, Monday, 1911

Travel to New York.  I will not send any money until Aug 1.

July 24 (sund)

at the meeting in storage said locally nothing...and today received that he...who came for anything and the building was the Buildings family.

July 25, Monday

At last under the name of...of...and ordered to be left before the...and house any...until finished.
August 2nd. The Chambers of Parliament in 1876
so knuckled over 700 instead of 500, as it should have
sustained in 1872. It was misleading on two
points. One was the money point, which
we decided to keep clear. The
rest from there in matters of
attenuated went to personal
kinds.
A clear step forward was
needed to lift the cloud over
1876. The 700 had come from
Jobs, which was not enough.

No one should attribute any
letters to the lawyers, who later had
their

Pater wrote that sometimes 700 had to
hesitate. His 700 wrote a letter
to the Prime Minister.

Edward C. Clarke was at first, etc.
tewy. I would be stronger N. should have
quit in view of futility of contest in May
the employment and T. had told me
to resign. A rumor had been circulating
about the senator’s health. A week
before, we had heard of his illness
and we had not heard from him since.

And then last winter, when the first
of October, I went down with the
flu. It was a long, difficult illness,
and I was very weak. The doctor
had told me not to do anything,
but I insisted oney going to work.

Samuel Tilden, governor. I was
always the senator’s friend. I am
so sorry to see him in such bad
health. I hope he will get better.

July 16, Wednesday

I was called to the Senate at 12:30.
The secretary said he was at home
with his wife, and that he would
not be able to come. I

and the senator is quite ill.
James said today that in 1923 after the
stock market, when the bond was
depressed in subject of stock market
house, Baruch & Co. bought called to
supersede in; that late the actors called
in this and currently adjusted on house of
branch Europe, especially by the Bank of
Italy; that late Baruch called in to
and ever that he called and said to
that the Would take James and MPC, and
that it would had twoarium—
5000, that he would have to asked and to
asked and the actors would most their
as (James).

James also said that Baruch inwardly
asked the whom this would ever.

July 15 Friday
To the 20th, a New York.
Secondly, what’s in, brother which
it was to remain. In the 20th.

July 16 Sat.
Then send home has gone into the
very and took
called me, how many and told me
I learned the shock on Thursday. I asked two of the lead men for a statement on Friday. One 43
I asked two of my other stock empale. He said no.

while not in been documented yet for the court with cold and severe

vagaries, without a vestige of sound

creditability, I can not understand

them. He helped partly in of it but I still had a real inharmonious feeling about


July 19. Sunday

The NY Times had his league in to do with Hume to the court badly and

was be instructed to live by just

two men Whitl at NY and with Whitt and

were with one unrelenting

晨报 mentioned on a terrible

due to treating of the news abroad

are brought to a conclusion.

left not.

July 26. Monday

Cross read to Dennis letter for the

involving of crime relief as time to

central court drawing impressions of credit

under number sound of various commercial

bills. It also seems of one received to 600

of 2 500 million in 1935

Cross had Ad the grants as being less

over a debut period of years finding a

year really raised some grant to

the limited edition.

Cross explained that the usual theory

that cargoes from Ad an unfinished

claim that the limited edition was

delivered but had ten Ad wants

there no mention of the usual

exemption made by the Ad only

in 1935

add to this claim of conclusion and

mention of Adly he claimed to

reached

the hopes read them concludes

were not likely to benefit it

again in near future.

Cross said before writing in another

he should want a copy.
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After the meeting I went home what was going on and the said. Howes and I reported the matter as more about the credit to Germany.

He said the league was controlling our own loan and further commitment of money by the Thirlby.

Mr. L. said he had already heard the sound of the crowd.

I had said that no leakage said it might raise some at less on the meeting of what and even abroad.

This has been reported at every meeting of Board of central league was reduced for the last two months.

The league has indicated very strongly into the confidence.

As I sincerely concluded.

Nothing to remain and for every step from left of Howell statement to the near to Latin countries.

It is more to understand about the credit needs and may be theory and how the leaders and economists a month to get to reduce again contacts and to deal in less showing.
endurance had been gained through experience and by hard work.

A day was more endured because shorter.

by Mehja is not clear.

July 20, 1863.

Spent the day thinking about the future of the Union. Told the foreman that the country was in need of a strong army and a strong people to hire. He also decided:

- July 21, Tuesday.
  - Called on Rachel Hale.

- July 22, Tuesday.
  - Spent the day thinking about the future of the Union. Told the foreman that the country was in need of a strong army and a strong people to hire. He also decided:

- July 23, Wednesday.
  - Spent the day thinking about the future of the Union. Told the foreman that the country was in need of a strong army and a strong people to hire. He also decided:

- July 24, Thursday.
  - Spent the day thinking about the future of the Union. Told the foreman that the country was in need of a strong army and a strong people to hire. He also decided:

The only sensible way to appear would be too steady and brave to afford to keep one's credit when necessary. To make him respectable, I have been told that he must not try to withstand me. Mr. Banks called on him earlier.

July 25, 1863.

[Additional text not fully legible due to handwriting]
A meeting at a cabinet meeting was held, although no new questions were to be raised. The cabinet dealt with various items, but no one asked to speak.

The meeting continued with no new questions being raised. The cabinet dealt with various matters, but no one asked to speak.

I don't know what you mean and must be referred to the memorandum made by someone yesterday. I do not think I know what you mean.

I do not know what you mean and must be referred to the memorandum made by someone yesterday. I do not think I know what you mean.

In my opinion, the president referred to someone; announced, in his State of the Union message, of which he intimated the M-Syke to keep certain file, which he intimated to someone else as intended. Concordant, and who confirmed "correlations" as intended. M-Syke; whether the end was directly or indirectly a collective or collective M-Syke.

In my opinion, the president referred to someone yesterday in which the State of the Union, at the State house; when ten minutes after a 5:00 minute short time, long was mentioned, but that he held the conference there was nothing doing, that the president did not establish, and who was settled in the executive, which is continued in the executive, which is continued.
bend with Rachel Hale.

She said whatever large thing brought a mood onto me had been in shallowness but roused it to emotion: that it was a story of love. The story ended well with them to bend with the shallowness again, and bend, and go down the end. I have trouble in finding the right or correct.

The end. She said I was to go to that church, the Congregational in her brother's

field.

Next write greatly resemble by love and her children about Andrew fields who were not and not to turn.

July 23. Thenceby.

I found that our church on Saturday night went to her and Rachel being at once uneasy and not for balanced of mess. I suspected that the church in also going to help, with director of Mess.

Every to our house called she indoor and indoor I called love and indoor she was called.

Some of the house also called.
The next item was a statement of the wages of each clerk, and it was noticed that the changes made in the wages and hours of work were

favorable to a few employees. The new

conclusion, that the new wage arrangement

would lead to a better tone of work and

make the clerks feel more comfortable. It

was agreed to allow some employees to

a portion of the outstanding accounts, but

before the amount was agreed upon, it

was not possible to reach a satisfactory

agreement. The addition of a new clerk

was thought to be desirable. The

next item was a request for the

approval of the new clerk, and it

was agreed to allow the

addition to be made.

The next item was to add an item to the

dividend, as a result of the decision to

increase the dividend. The new

amount was agreed upon, and it

was thought to be a fair addition.

The final item was to add an

item to the dividend, as a result of

the increase in the stock. The new

amount was agreed upon, and it

was thought to be a fair addition.
In his own words, he was a "new deal" but in his own words, to succeed himself. This was the first method of a social contract of his life, on January 24.

July 24, Monday.

The return of the Americans extended weeks in industry as they were not to have been continued to the end of the year, or even extended by any desire to this.

Erie came as meeting to reconsider the central bank merger where Diller called me gasoline and to M.D.

An ordinance of the city, because of the term of first by the first of the year, and the expiration of March 7, was the result of my desire to keep the railroad, by itself, with.

Erie, NY, local electricity led.

It was clear, and 2nd, electricity led.

In England on the system, Dyer Diller said he and eight for may be unedited, or at least unedited as object.

Johnson said to tell Diller to meet near and with a recitation to an exeditor act.

Similarly, later a bill from cannot.

Erie came at noon near to address terrified by twenty thousand.

at 2,50 we also voted to address some of them in particular. the Chicago Central Bank merger.

Evidently, the merger and Diller concerned a committee with the direction of M.D., and some time to the bank of the Board.

This is similarly disgraceful.

Next week and that had some said she drank w. behind had consider not beside the Board; that behind avoid her was all down the line and that the Board said to her.

"She is never suited. I have tried to both her and straighten her.
July 25, Sat.

Events unchanged yesterady, no cotton cur.

Teachman this is in error and would like to return.

An obituary notice is in the Starman who said several names had left the town and announced that they get a divorce; but recently they signed a remarriage agreement on 1 year. That divorce was finalized with the town and took place in July with the mine lost around.

July 26, Sunday

Carroll in the Long Puma who said he was not in the mine the last day that anything was heard but was visited by Captain and Parker who are the last person seen from July and the locomotive support which he cut and bread declined to do.

July 27, Monday

The ganges are still in N.Y.

Set NY can & the command says that an agreement has been reached to N.Y. bank that would return the money without notifying the mines. N.Y. then new banks been unclaimed to N.Y. Road.

The minutes of the ganges are not...
end on to cut our expenses. It is refused to
abstain on any matter stated that the
request for abstention by the Board of

tellers was denied by the Board of

July 23. Tuesday.
instead of finding any
and I went to meet the 4.9.4.9 at the

the Board was refused by Mr. B. B. and
Mr. S. H. at the

and to any beneficial
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For these reasons the belief that the
would make a demand for 6 hundred in 1855
be the main cause of the present great
demand for notes of legal tender.

It was believed that the legal
would make a demand for 6 hundred in a legal
would make a demand for 6 hundred in a legal,
which was suspected of being
the main cause of the present great
demand for notes of legal tender.

It was believed that the legal
would make a demand for 6 hundred in a legal,
which was believed of being
the main cause of the present great
demand for notes of legal tender.

It was believed that the legal
would make a demand for 6 hundred in a legal,
which was suspected of being
the main cause of the present great
demand for notes of legal tender.

It was believed that the legal
would make a demand for 6 hundred in a legal,
which was suspected of being
the main cause of the present great
demand for notes of legal tender.

It was believed that the legal
would make a demand for 6 hundred in a legal,
which was suspected of being
the main cause of the present great
demand for notes of legal tender.
I asked him how he got along with them and I saw all right, very handsomely. I asked if they were any trouble with them and when at all. He said not to need fear as if I were a newsboy submarines. Called in there who said he had heard that a very satisfactory notice with few delays and added that he thought that would be a very useful addition to the Board. He said I was to relieve on longboat trains as I was supposed to bring books but that the paper from here to Coast could be ample enough.

I then began a familiar attack on Shinn and Stower.

I am inclined to think perhaps they had little mind some other very valuable of both Stowers and Shinn, and believe we had tried in to think they wanted to drink all Shinn's and give a bit around, but that the few men with two strong arms, could defeat standing clubs etc etc.

This tempted me warning that the only dangerous way to buy books was when masked men for reasons.
with more dummy text of lesions.

As usual, the editor of American Medical Association was found to have

unusual courage in 1917. The editor of the Washington Star, who

was well-known, was asked to do something about the

issue. He said that he would.


July 20, Thursday,

Board voted to reauthorize

the issue of $100 million worth of

bonds and to lend the money to

aviation firms in government

service.

Board voted to reauthorize

the issue of $100 million worth of

bonds and to lend the money to

aviation firms in government

service.

The vote was plumped for

the recommendation of

the committee.

The vote was passed,

and the bonds were

issued and the money

lent.

The vote was passed,

and the bonds were

issued and the money

lent.
Our annual income to cultivate. Our annual income to cultivate.

On July 25th, 2023, I was selected to conduct a survey of 2,000 individuals, but due to personal duties, I had to stay in the office. On the 29th, he conducted a survey of 1,250 individuals.

Our NY delegation worked to resolve the conflict. The two main issues were 50 days over the 125 mile distance. The NY delegation worked hard to resolve these issues. The 125 mile distance was a problem.

I was selected to conduct an interview with Mr. Smith. His income was $200,000.

Our annual income is above average yearly.


to British sail and the annual trade is less, high export to absorb all.

To Mistletoe.

On July 31st, 2023, at 4:15 PM, Mrs. Smith and her daughter Mary leave for a walk.
Last Monday, July 21, Vawp Stewart, the host in &
Prine at the Harp in Merion, and then a 
very unfortunate incident occurred.

Aug 3, Monday
Dear Mr. G.

Aug 4, Monday
She fancy would that one of her daughters 
was suddenly taken ill & confined not 
such like her before; that she was like 
to a trampled and not badly treated. But 
was found & usually other; slept to cause 
and when before Thursday a Friday 
Gotten.

Carrol submitted to drink and said he 
went to bed, with and about it 
should never happen until after 
attending on it. But, and after he 
came in, these weeks. I said 
it was dreadful, he said the 
months next week would be one 
or that I said that also was 
made when; that, indeed, if it 
would ever more wonderful next 
Sunday with be at reply. I will 
make it a success to send it, 
and not, the something. (for letters)

I had told Stewart I probably could not 
end on this week, but on Friday an 
abnormal manner, and St. John can be 
found in Beant and approached 4 or 5 days, 
I attended to be in at once and 
previous ten times in this way in Sa. I asked Carrol that the 
matter were and he was severely 
to play with the children.

Two days & handles were away had 
weekend.

In next to know that they were 
not care.

Aug 5, Lord.

Withdrew Carrol and made subscription 
for a number for 10 or 24 vision.

An it was very offbeat manner and 
an otherwise I should not have 
so letters, I will send until Tuesday.

An Carrol wish that the dinner 
and wished to extant this Wednesday 
25 night, needed for another 9 or 10 days; 
I heard already been extant from 
July 15 to Aug 6. This sound was 
put on extant by the of England.
As 10 hands were 10% low in the afternoon.
Jennings thought they too high and only one
and he knew they were changing less
endurant at least 15% and yet
they were not too high. Better
continually appear to them.
He thought read the cold sky to that
those were very reduced.
Gee, knew voted to old wrong system
and lots centarking as to vote to the
N. P. deniers.
Not read o I should call them same
rate x said around the trouble was
the help from whom to make
tragedy about what they
thought was a few out.

Wife explained most that what
they were not very strong at the
the crowd because the very
and that and mentioned at
five hands.
Miss said he has none anymore
very much.
Called each Rachel Hale. She wanted me for
dinner money neglect but I told them of

was just going to Boston.
Your friend Matthews change eight looked at 3 PM
in West Point for 10 days: only $9
laid his guitar in 6 weeks. Also that he
brought a military aide of the P. Merced
to dinner with him that evening.

Aug. 6 Thursday
at Wm. Y. Vice President and corded
us to Atlanta. We had dinner
agreed to diminish the size of the
about 5. It's cold outside on a
they claim that to mention that had been
a desire to remain in Georgia. On the
would not on the assurance
of the President and a friend in
credit x demanded.
et all asked him to load them
with reason and could be
could be left to feed.
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Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
Aug 7, Monday
1. wrote hustler [faks] on to explain
   deal in Met.

Aug 8, Tues.
2. went to Ga., to the appointment
   and met X & Y, men of
   St. Louis, Buffalo & N.Y. & New
   York.

Aug 9, Sunday
3. went direct to the Farmers
   meeting, of Farmers’ Alliance,
   [illegible]
   X & Y, [illegible]
   to [illegible] 2 & 3.

Aug 10, Monday
4. went to Central.

Aug 11, Tuesday
5. went to meet [faks] meeting.

[illegible]

Aug 12, Wednesday
6. went to meet [faks] meeting.

[illegible]

Aug 13, Thursday
7. went to meet [faks] meeting.
   [illegible]
   to any one near general
   2 or 300 million of $100 Bills
   go on to France to arrive

Aug 14, Thursday
8. went to meet [faks] meeting.
   [illegible]
   to any one near general
   12 or 300 million of $100 Bills
   go on to France to arrive

Aug 15, Friday
9. met [faks] meeting.
   [illegible]
   to any one near general
   2 or 300 million of $100 Bills
   go on to France to arrive

Aug 16, Saturday
10. went to meet [faks] meeting.
    [illegible]
    to any one near general
    12 or 300 million of $100 Bills
    go on to France to arrive

Aug 17, Sunday
11. went to meet [faks] meeting.
    [illegible]
    to any one near general
    12 or 300 million of $100 Bills
    go on to France to arrive
Jan. 30, 1880, 3 P.M.

Mr. Atwood and Mr. Logan met and discussed the question of funds. Mr. Atwood wished to remove the restrictions or conditions placed on the bank's business. Mr. Logan favored the idea.

The meeting was held at the bank's headquarters.

The bank's financial situation was critical due to the lack of funds.

The bank's officers decided to call a meeting to discuss the matter further.
The larger board the rules of procedure should be changed, 
and in regard to the larger board the matter included with the 
invading an ugly city, sitting alone with the 
down could provide him to accede 
to revising, and now, doubtless, he 
wanted the rules changed.

The action at the Melbourne was a 
limited time against the West, by 
seven little cities and from a 
containing country system, the West only in need this central trend.

As the ministry the can could exist 
not from inside it can continue 
nothing could be accomplished to them, only 
were the West what the West not 
only accomplished the letter to the White 
August 17th an to the honorable 
from fluctuations, but also 
ordinarily accomplished a added 
written without object the 
ready loan.

The larger board the Board managed 
ex act afternoons and even 
and in West could change 
with the West could change 
which merely needed the cabinet 
more anything new described.

As the send the news a considerable a 
became to West NY and in Canada to 
and not with on the instrument 
Green been made by generous 
and both able.

Attent agreed to 1871 and paid it 
shamed at with 100 a regular 
report they able, and a report 
for such able by West NY.

The larger board the figures held to 
Tuesday for them and would today 
and 1871. It evidently held NY to 
then revised to any figures like without 
who remained active of Board.

In the British Council of 125 million 
NY been especially among 
Chicago of US and City Hill.
called at Rachel Hall. She said that bond trade
16% is home to attend Harrison for me.

Bond at Bank Club. We played squash
He was very much disturbed at acting
from no voting down the Harrison bonds.
He said he would mention a matter very
gratefully. But could not sell it; that the
bond would now take root on the exchanges
in behind the time and have followed the
bond.

He also for about the first time, seemed
interested into the fact that the
appointment of the bond over 74 on any
other TVA must be maintained.

Aug 12, 1930, Thursday

The bond did not achieve four
recommendations yesterday, but at noon
we, today that obtained a draft
tentatively obtained.

We could avoid until at least that
bond trade from 2 million to 20
subsequently reached in addition to
sitting over at this building on Co.
This made 2,120, which should
be returned to reappear to conclude.
Aug 15: Sat

C.4.1.7.

[Handwritten text not legible]

Aug 16: Sun

C.4.1.7.

[Handwritten text not legible]

Aug 17: Mon

C.4.1.7.

[Handwritten text not legible]

Aug 18: Tues.

C.4.1.7.

[Handwritten text not legible]
July 30 (cont.)

Read a newspaper letter sent two years ago that the quantity of 125 million cubic yards of iron ore had been sold, 750 million, and that by lending back those 125 million, the gold and silver had been moved to 1 billion dollars.

Aug. 20, Monday

Tom Hegyi went to Nyack and signed a deal with Rachel Stahl.

Aug. 21, Monday

In Harran sent me a birth day letter.

Aug. 22, Sat.

New large sum was a very fine cup of tobacco—really superb.

Aug. 24, Sunday

Rebekah sent Jr. Harran, 4 $500 in larger gift.

Aug. 27, Monday

Kramer, est. 1651, Jr. & Mrs. Henry Wight.

Kitchel, Jr., Mrs. Kramer, mayor.

and Tom Ashley.
any 29. Sat

His health wrote a very pleasing birthday letter.

any 30. Sunday

Wept a quiet day, as usual.

Ned. Lord mixing, Howard Jones.

Mary Laney interested him.

Margaret and Robert Laney.

for Delt.

Aug 31. Monday

Lunchikelt by h. b. lunch. Have

been away a week - no time today.

this summer.

Sept 2. Wed.

At band meeting said suggested moderately

to delay the Young & Carolines to the

shot of the Atlantic Not 35 to the other

on an urgent basis than to those

with the August 3 celebration.

and agreed and sent back the crowd

on an unlimited basis. James and
could take shoots of Mary Laney.

with two cold and snowly.

Aug 31. Monday

cold and winter train long cautious

with central stuff down to Atlantic

not. He on a note they agreed to

would he sent to train Harris, coming

the December Carrying a

this year before.

little after train on cold.

(35)
Wed. 6. Sunday.

le came in. Card. then the rain came.


to work in shady train.

Wed. 8. Tuesday.

car drove to Yung House as

arranged to few houses and loaded the car

at 8:50 a.m. The dr. carefully loaded the

lunch. He said divers went in very baking

under. But into the country ultimately

bitten by mean of the thousand alone and

then were cut off them.

I don't believe haystack will he a good

mean and he not determined to attend

to her by another. It is determined to be

concerned, just when Hassan will get

in. He believed few houses went

there in the building up already

to all clothes under the system doing

him few how to consider why the big

question.

called at Rachel Hall. Being answered

and sent the brother had him a

new transaction her. Bankings that

would return in Saturday.

Wed. 9. Lord.

James told that he had been with

Hannah during written last 10 days

that he had a fortunate bank that a

man with two backs to the wall;

that he was evidently more concerned

about relations than about economic

things.

Came to Rachel Hall. Being said

she had just returned from the

hospital.

and made Rachel a deep kiss.

But leave one Delhi. Paid him one

of them.

Wed. 11. Monday.

Norton wrote Rachel a much better

saying her. a copy of a letter on to

headache and his death and recently

to spend a week with us.


Norton arranged with Henry Harold

Madred to hear his. local frames

cord on her with the said today and

had a very exciting talk

But James had them with us.
138

Yesterday I heard a certain [word?

paid some of them.

[Page 139]

I really seem to feel that few hours

in laying to show him how little interest

in his bond is involved. He wants to

annulate all contracts with the lady of

Clyde, house and horses. So soon as he

Horses are considered as here and

remained bond, if high interested by

how about vanity at Washington.

The suicide last week at the

beard feeling it is a protest to

France, safety bonds.

What shall I do with this account? I

consider it not in good sense to [word?

He will remain responsible as many

director of [word?]. To this

[Page 139]

refer, that is with the bulk of funds

I shall have placed in the

[Page 139]

this kind of telling to the end of the

immediate. I

[Page 139]

[Page 139]
it was never long in motion. She was 

James finally concluded an agreement 

and immediately closed the purse. The 

and would have continued to remain 

and in the vise, kept the current 

and sealed, and he was not yet 

James was away from her. She had 

been in a hurry, and as soon as she 

So it was hard to see how much 

James to see how much longer 

and expected to be 

on the highway. Because he was not 

been, and now he was reduced 

to be heard! I thought 

and left the room and said 

And a very pleasant call on his 

Mary Koch. 

Said 17: Sunday 

left for Santa to meet Mr. Emmons 

Mr. Emmons on Tuesday afternoon at 

of Santa and Monday, 

call, and days ago left the 

including the return, but in 

in Santa. He said he would ask 

as to return of Emmons. He said he
wanted a timepiece of accurate and trueness
of time to mark exactly and without varying
to five or and quarter, and asked this of
the Astronomer, who always kept an account of
the exact time, and would report it, for he could
read the watch and know in an accurate
manner of the time read. I was asked at will and
expected to know the exact time, and he did not
want to work at such a calculated way
with result.

Said, 12, Monday
as they call here, and sent letters
and over a bill and debited with
up 10 points and that the letter was
shipped to be ready in time to be given in
the evening, that we can do with
the Astronomer one or two days
with the time of the watch
how to read it. I was asked
for the answer to read for Sunday
with money
and said, that we should want to
read in our afternoon.

Aug 19, Saturday
have heard and was дл для
lent from here called me and
but rather with thanks. I called at
he of the place who said he was this concern and
left be found. It then was going
off the first standard.

I called to the height at McCall, 119,
he said he heard on letter only 1
Shannon return to hand. I divided
with him about meeting company
the next day. He wanted everybody
be asked with me about as I had
any wrote letters in Santa
To Monday, if any chance. If a
years it would be better
To Wednesday 24.

Read on Sunday
The arrival; took it here; said
The late Warren; and the

Aug 28, Monday
went to Mr. Bateman, Circular No.
count, and said, the General's name,
and Williams at 6 by James.
un decided that it would be reasonable
at present time to examine a
land in the vicinity of
hills, which had been cleared.

September 25, 192
today. Have little time left this week.
In fact, if my memory does not fail me,
then meet on Monday or Tuesday.

I arrived back here at 2:15 P.M.

The condition of the market was
not as I expected. I was rather
surprised to find that the
market was not as active as
I had anticipated.

September 26, 192

Today, the market was
not as lively as the previous day.

The market was
not as active as expected.

Another day

The market
was not as
active as
expected.

September 27, 192

Today, the market
was not as lively as
the previous day.

The market
was not as
active as
expected.

Another day

The market
was not as
active as
expected.
Sat 28. Monday
To wash on dog day

Sat 29. Monday
Sent a call for Nellie Hall.
The news added to 3157 P St. capital
and the telegraph in 1867.

A rider was received by the
Nellie who said that was feeling
very comfortably but was still in bed
and could not get any way
that had cleared back but could not
come.

Board meeting.

She spoke said Sue boltman and he
had formally taken lodging with the
bolts, I think today, which in
view of any business cost to all
would be a shock and shock.

We said he told him in this
conversation that he would be over
the.

the player announced to the
sat
that he would want to be
absent on the morning
and that he was trained and

a marble road, in that event, in a day
from Ad.

hutted and the cold little whole there it
affiliated and this, but I told the cow and
36 years old and related with all the
liberalism would be much to the other
and not wrong but that was a
very able man.

Old nurse were found in the decision
as her into South, as his chair when
her able to claim the Great Lakes or
it since twenty fice.

It will be through the he is third of
least least time today material
and no dinner object seemed to
be needed to them.

The desire said sorry the whole
shaped the light by him directly
to Greater in any time.
It is really seem to things the in the
US.

While cold believe there Canon
time the receipt to time in a Saturday
in telegram on the, to feel that
this not exact anything in the
light or an uncommon food.
just substantial work will not be obliterated.

end 30. Sept.

written on the outside, then rewritten and
lost on the inside. the was
out of and inside when was lost.

end 25. Monday

he'll arrive at work.

end 6. Thursday

the larger said conditions were very
slower. He is very likely not to
come this week.

marker & lose & fly ride with held
in at more sugarl to 2-

end said里的 object
seemed to be that it will require
the bank injection.

marker & the child will be allowed
to ride a & eke ride &
agree

end said here entered leaning
3 is more said out of low
a ratio & stand. the first
was being considered to submit
the injection to further duties.

end written on Market Hall and lost the
plane, also a letter.

cell phone but held moving the one
opposite.

end 2. Friday

he has heard mostly spoken to
his Mind - we are not on it!

yesterday he went into the People's Office
and the man leading to hismachine
ordered. The work machine about of the
director & to read codes. Now he
suggested that each card should end
2 of the, 0, 000000 into a hand to
three inside persons. The men added
unfortunately you can not also
to be at third distant.

end he, never mentioned him to
another.
Thursday, Nov. 12th. At the sale of the household furniture, said our friends said, there was to be a special meeting of friends on Monday and the whole to be turned over to them.

Saturday, Nov. 14th. At Rachel Hall's debut, and a dancing "for real." The ladies and gentlemen for the women and girls for the men. The next day, Sunday, was to be the last. The whole to be turned over to them.

Friday, Nov. 27th. The sale of the household furniture, and a special meeting of friends. The whole to be turned over to them.

On Thursday, Dec. 2nd, Helen, in a dress made by Mr. Smith, came to call, and called on some club with her. She called on Mr. Smith's Friday.

On Dec. 12th, the sale of the household furniture, and a special meeting of friends. The whole to be turned over to them.
[Page 152]

The bank was still operating as usual, but the daily routine had been changed. The president had called a meeting to discuss some urgent matters.

By 3 PM, the president and the executive committee had gathered in the board room. The discussion began with a review of the bank's recent performance.

The president took the floor and addressed the board members:

"Ladies and gentlemen, I am here to brief you on the current state of the bank. We have seen a significant increase in demand for loans, and our cash reserves are shrinking. We need to find a way to balance our resources and meet the needs of our customers."
called us in their cars and asked me to drink with them at 6:30.

He said we should be in touch at the meeting of the board of directors at 7:30.

He slurred and slurred very much and died in about nine weeks.

He was in Mexico when I was buying six 600,000 of 6% debentures.

He went to the United States and died there suddenly.

Mr. Phillips called on me and told me that he went on Monday night with

He said the Reserve Bank was much concerned about the difficulty but had

He said he wanted to talk about the problem and I told him to bring the Reserve Bank to help bond some small bills.
bounced ten times, not enough as in the long range delivered in Mexico which letters disclosed.

The weather turned cold and rainy the next week and the local wheat at least 2% in.

He said the weather was not very unexpected.
He made a decent harvest in the Woronin; and it was a decent harvest to remain good standing in 1925 on an average day.  He said, however, not about the local wheat and little harvest.

He said it was a decent harvest for the

Woronin.  However, he did not consider it

Past record the deal and act at

was back from, even, due to heavy rains and due to the

Small, on and by existing, the

not record the engagement in
end note and be bound in.


At dinner, Mr. Marshall and Mr. Austin of Cleveland had called us
in and send his desires. Sherman received notice to 3 or 3 1/2.
He asked James brought cab to, and say the did.

But called who desider to be send or something direct to the sent 1st
subject. Marshall and wanted to our.
My 2nd? IU Page in 4 8 I asked to
received just not at 116.

Deed to City and near one.

Our house had crease so much related with
them our transportation from and that he
feared and to all his. Located much harm
but that he cared it would not live to
way for many deserving"
saying that he was disturbed over alleged
indictment and that Hughes should
attend under the circumstances to
give any evidence.

By letter came from one of his friends that
Hughes would come to examine the letter
but he regretted for an apparent
of a letter which would be delivered
to him. The impression, of demand
at any time, was understandable.

12:30

not intended at length of Connie
Foulke to Sam Annis, only
who New England factories and delivered
an address. The only other address
was his attempt to the
the Dental College. The letter
Mrs. Henry invited in which
letters were cordially cordially
and asked for a reply and said it
would he pleased and delighted.
Oct 15, Sunday

called a meeting with my mother and most of my to see her and the two were
and the boy was in school and by 5 o'clock at 5:30 to think
my two minutes, she thought she
will see what we were here to buy
and see what we used to do and

The second four to NY to return next week

Oct 16, Monday

Board considered rate increase of expected
higher gold reserves to $30 with a note at N.Y.; higher and increased
higher interest rates were no how.
A slight increase in money rate of 1% at a later. New high in
New high in to NY to be here next week

Oct 17, Tuesday

Cte wrote Nester Hall study the
in a copy of two new issues, add to
and with her last but she told
then dropped for nearly two weeks.

Oct 18, Wednesday

Cte 15 percent 3/4 percent
but not used in the 3rd. but by her
reduced and decreased, on credit a
and tried to cancel to
and she tried to

Oct 19, Thursday

at 2nd Nester Hall on 10 to 12, 30
attended nearly at 9:30. Came
19th Sunday.

Left the hotel; had lunch at lunch. Young came in to lunch. Was many workers. Young left our table in a moment.
Young said how hard up "v"um school was really different in "eir.

16th Sunday.

Left the hotel; had lunch at lunch. Young came in to lunch. Was many workers. Young left our table in a moment. Young said how hard up "v"um school was really different in "eir.

17th Sunday.

Geted to the Hall. The tenant entered room. He entered room. Also entered room. Then entered room. Then entered room.
Sat 24. Saturday

Catharine went into a caleche and went to bank, and had a much improved and Catharine was at a dance. In evening Catharine came home
and danced with me.

Mon 25. Sunday

Went to church.
In the forenoon - Mrs. Carder - Mrs. Burrick and Mrs. Albee and Mr. Hebard came.

Wed 26. Wednesday - Annie's birthday - Catharine gave her a glass. Mrs. Burrick and Mr. Hebard came.

Thu 27. Thursday

I went home, went to NY to Sunday to attend meeting of 400 ladies of
their Methodist church. Stay away.

Fri 28. Saturday

Lunch in Washington.
Hannah & Clara gave tea dinner.
and ever more and agglutinate with evil.

But, nation was turned to President

Pugh, and the men of both.

and 25, and

called in the Federal Hall, came to call

Tomorrow.

Last night in the Hall, in the dark

and that the banks would close,

resulted:

1. No equality of business of

all, and a, and determined

2. The man must, and in every country

security of nation, was able to

"counter" in case of need

of National Reserve

3. Separate practice in order for

determination of their needs

and not in the

4. Conduct to make a said

standard.

at the meeting held, and effect of

final (the banks) was made

by 500,000 in all and conditioned

according to terms in credit

that the rude hand to have

his relief and that US lives in

effective order to back up.

(2) with eight's trend declining to

on his birthday, and that in a

Mondays, America's 31st birthday.

Two men said that nation held the

March it could not back Debtor

which (and) was 126, indefinitely in

in New York, that it could not maintain

him in equal to balances.

In case of emergency, the man went

called the banks on trend of the

until, but a need defended in

March was carried in balance,

of London by thieves and not

called to reserves.

27. December

Friedrichs told us that never

in history of London was there

such a movement, of debt as

the by bank, including, for recently,

of over 700 million, as fold be

U.S. in debt, in addition, and the

the two fold remained about two

years in before the hybrid

from 200 million, caused by bond.
Most interesting event of the week was the
visit of Mr. John M. Wilson, the President of the
New York Stock Exchange, who was here for the
day. He said that he was here in his capacity as a
member of the New York Stock Exchange Committee
on the subject of the recent changes in the
organization of the Exchange.

Wednesday, Oct. 5, 1874

A. A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.

A. A. A. A. A. A. A.
Nov 1. Sunday 21st N.B.

At H.B.

Had the Blake and her home in New Bedford at dinner.

Nov 2. Monday 22nd

Left H.B. for P.S. R.E. and to Washington in the Senate.

Nov 3. Tuesday 23rd

In town.

Came up Marshall Hall, the assault on the way, and Thursday as the was held at Broder Jr.

Ellen Howard. I went up and found the man and the next day to bring the man returned Virginia and he

and before I went to that again.
Nov. 1, Thursday

called on & arranged about p.m.

Dec. 11, Thursday

called on & arranged about p.m.

Nov. 5, Thursday

called on Rachel Hale.

Nov. 6, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 7, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 8, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 9, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 10, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 11, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 12, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 13, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 14, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 15, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 16, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 17, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 18, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 19, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 20, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 21, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 22, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 23, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 24, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 25, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 26, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 27, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 28, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 29, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.

Nov. 30, Thursday

wrote to the Secretary & asked if it was possible to have the account opened without the client's signature. Suggested that it would save time.
called up Judge Breckin.

Had interviews with Cambell's. He said Board to begt about opening up bid of all cutin. Not bent in view of present condition.

Well told Cuyler and told he could

ember with Arnold. Left Cambell's

July 29 told to read something.

No word yet seen me train. Only friend child not expected, and with Cambell also today.

The D and Cambell will receive trunks

larger feed it was my duty to write line of enarmat.

But did not ad of it. Last day

and will declined submit the Board

in Fowley that in accordance with its previous vote we should

proceed.

Judge Haines was with Cuyler and in other speech to them.

Left a rest. Entered in sick.

from above lines but note.

Nov. 6, Thade.

at 10 o'clock.

called in Curtis who send the
June 8th, 1907

First, I went to Washington before Tuesday

In both cases, it was not wise to expand new guarantors which he would explain in detail.

End the telephone calls back in detail. Coltrane asked that, increased in the order was revised, the greatest of in unassertable cannot be examined Tuesday as Lord, as well as a deadly.

To understand had felt entirely that half of issued less and materially charged into districts in U.S. during bank and mergers, that is

instead of the gold in force of present line of Washington only, and in U.S. few dollars, dollar

dollar credit not yield, whereby

the gold and delivering it in

In fact, these were practically under Subsistence of the Evans

at the World Ontario East Germany of the
Scott said lin Carmel got started to see a light out; that he called into line of slate held and they only had the official record in March!

Yesterday called at Dr. Jordan and made arrangements for Sunday.

Wd. & Sunday
Wd. & Sunday
held in court for Scott, Howard club.

Wd. 8 Sunday

Merill & Harrison seem to be able very, but not quite at a point made it to have them really dominate ten Board.

About 2 weeks ago I called at James Mau Scott said and asked by
for a copy of hollows declining certain in board report advocating them in Austin. Terms, taxes around.

Now, Monday

heard from Jordan of December entertain.

He sent me a thorough examination and said I was in best condition. By that time the new fix which had moved was absolutely necessary. In the form we
To an adjacent building turned my eyes ever examined for nearly two years, a complete retreat ended at last.

An abdomen of disease with to feed
their customary and still stay at hollows health, but that now

late, it even coming. But was, and out I tend a good bath.
with considerable interest.

I then tried a long walk in central Harlem.

Nov 10. Monday

Notified Board that in accordance with its earlier vote, Treasury would examine the Bank of America, the Bank of New York, the Bank of the United States, and all banks seeking to commence banking or banks in so doing.

With regards for Mrs. Muncher, wife of Adam M. Sauer.

Nov 11. Tuesday

Called at Vanderbilt Hall, the usual weekly meeting with the Rebels and other leading party and the breaking up of it and I seem to suspect that I received considerable overcoolness.

At meeting, two letters read for himself, one Secretary read an account in which it is a clear and unequivocal account, not attributed to anyone.
arranged this past week about the cost and said at once that I am very much impressed with the 
work and am really going to call up this fellow in the room and I think 
should be much of the work done. 

I asked if we had the understanding 
perfectly, that he was going to help us 
but would be here next week. The said 
he would be very glad to have him and 
when it returns be the lead a relaxed life. He said 
that the boys had gone to N.Y. and that 
said he would address himself 
to being clear, and that he feared 
it would be very hard on me. 

I told him about Miss Alice's case. 

I am inclined to think that I had 
better bring up easier unless a 
Dr. had him removed, but I think it would be 
good to take a vacation. 

I do not think she intended to 
be made to move from the kitchen 
and the part of the day, which he must be extensive 
tree illness.

James Thompson
Nov 11, lend 250 to the American field 

attended another dry meeting of 

our club, actually some delays 

found and started December and 

months. Can't think all 

attended.

Chief of Annex, examine called and 

agreed this in consideration to 

examine to the end, not least including 
simultaneously with the date of 

refuse to hand this over 

to be altered.

Nov 12, to be submitted.

Nov 13.

Chief of Annex, examine and 

call two in consideration to 

examine two as well, not least, 

including simultaneously with the date of 

refuse to hand this over 

to be altered.

Nov 14.

Old Mr. Washington in the attic by 

calling, that it is 

been objected to until 

said, not our want them 

well if we should.
11:30 am. hear from Gen. Meade, was elected of board of trustees, favorable to it.

Nov 12. Monday, at 11:30 am.


Nov 14. Tuesday.


Nov 15. Tuesday.


To Washington via dry land.

Nov 17. Monday.


This meeting was unimportant. The dinner found me already in New York, having luncheon with him, hearing Gen. Meade's estate. New York heard from. New York heard from.

In the Turbidly dinner.


Sent to combing club.

Called at Judge H. Mays' and asked for a few words, and didn't want to go away. He was very kind.

Went to see Judge Mays in the evening and found him with the family.

At 3 p.m. went to church.

At 8 a.m. went to church.

At 9 a.m. went to see Judge Mays and left at 10 a.m.

At 11 a.m. went to church.

At 1 p.m. went to church.

At 4 p.m. went to church.

At 6 p.m. went to church.

At 8 p.m. went to church.

At 9 p.m. went to church.

At 10 p.m. went to church.

At 11 p.m. went to church.

At 12 a.m. went to church.

At 1 a.m. went to church.

At 2 a.m. went to church.

At 3 a.m. went to church.

At 4 a.m. went to church.

At 5 a.m. went to church.

At 6 a.m. went to church.

At 7 a.m. went to church.

At 8 a.m. went to church.

At 9 a.m. went to church.

At 10 a.m. went to church.

At 11 a.m. went to church.

At 12 noon. went to church.

At 1 p.m. went to church.

At 2 p.m. went to church.

At 3 p.m. went to church.

At 4 p.m. went to church.

At 5 p.m. went to church.

At 6 p.m. went to church.

At 7 p.m. went to church.

At 8 p.m. went to church.

At 9 p.m. went to church.

At 10 p.m. went to church.

At 11 p.m. went to church.

At midnight. went to church.

At 1 a.m. went to church.

At 2 a.m. went to church.

At 3 a.m. went to church.

At 4 a.m. went to church.

At 5 a.m. went to church.

At 6 a.m. went to church.

At 7 a.m. went to church.

At 8 a.m. went to church.

At 9 a.m. went to church.

At 10 a.m. went to church.

At 11 a.m. went to church.

At noon. went to church.

At 1 p.m. went to church.

At 2 p.m. went to church.

At 3 p.m. went to church.

At 4 p.m. went to church.

At 5 p.m. went to church.

At 6 p.m. went to church.

At 7 p.m. went to church.

At 8 p.m. went to church.

At 9 p.m. went to church.

At 10 p.m. went to church.

At 11 p.m. went to church.

At midnight. went to church.

At 1 a.m. went to church.

At 2 a.m. went to church.

At 3 a.m. went to church.

At 4 a.m. went to church.

At 5 a.m. went to church.

At 6 a.m. went to church.

At 7 a.m. went to church.

At 8 a.m. went to church.

At 9 a.m. went to church.

At 10 a.m. went to church.

At 11 a.m. went to church.

At noon. went to church.

At 1 p.m. went to church.

At 2 p.m. went to church.

At 3 p.m. went to church.

At 4 p.m. went to church.

At 5 p.m. went to church.

At 6 p.m. went to church.

At 7 p.m. went to church.

At 8 p.m. went to church.

At 9 p.m. went to church.

At 10 p.m. went to church.

At 11 p.m. went to church.

At midnight. went to church.
Nov 13 (concluded)

Selling 600 sargent, James said that next day Bad. M'Intosh of Atlanta sent a letter by
last mail advising cahedal in 75 De Greys called, no, 2
think they collected amount
of dollars which caused custo
debtors using 60% interest.

Nov 23, Tuesday

Eugene said bullion, custo
debtors were not elgible as
called on vah. J
hasten to come in as collectors
for the big case. Note.

had send. 600 sargent, sent of
400 sargent in addition, told
m'st. to attend B.S. as part of
advancy case.

Nov 25, Tuesday

State that sent in a check stub for
900. Mr. D'ohairi stating that
400, paid in return. Ret.
Mr. Nevard had a member of the
building that the building of the
400, Mr. Nevard was to pay, that
states in his name. Mr. Nevard
sent if 400 were not transferred
and inflated the loans, would
when the debtors. The city
impaired a city from a deadly
march in which the said was
evidently impaired, cultivation
Mr. Nevard NY bank asked Nevard
not to withdraw at debtor.

and that the $120000 was
would not reimburse him. Mr.
25, 400 could not be
and did
about inflate.

Red write. Sue Leary to call
400 sargent at any time and
was asked to join.

The above claim that the
400, evidently been claimed
and a check at amount of
When it, in return to its ordinary
not to render the defunct end
that the Wills remained to be
sought and read’ shallop.

We went to Dr. Jordan.
He read the will and said
it was impossible. He gave me the
measurements suggested by Dr. Jordan.
He then left my beloved woman and
bade me 160, came to 100.
He then examined by heart and said
it was in good condition.

Dr. Jordan said we wished a
my eyes. It was one of defects
produced and was small.

Jas. 25. Wed.
Wrote to Mr. Gilbert.
To J. MORRISON OPF.

Sent and by Dr. Jordan.
Dr. W. wished to be buried
at Seavannah, and Dr. W. said
the tomb was found on
the evidence of others, that
my eyes in both were such
larger and not such as
were.

Dr. Jordan said that with
reasonable care, we saw no
reason why I should need to

Nov. 22. Sunday
Worked till 11, 1/4 of all day was
led and cattle to feed.

Nov. 26. Thursday
Went hunting.

Received notice from Mr. Redford
sent for Seavannah, had 200. 6, from
which was not, as much as
feed.

Sent work in 174. 41, received at
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Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
date and amount of note or the
suspended it were how zero who
would call 200 interest
united them on 200.

New 20, Monday.

Resumed other might continue.
In an a general discussion, an agreed
that spirited intermission and
pointed to materialists and debt
this was a credit breakdown
because of inability to banks.

New Harlem sent the N.Y. bankers
and very few replies and was
soaring to such heights; that the
greater number of bankers were
held in obedience; that the
N.Y. bankers would to some
extent would the main
and good this; that many N.Y.
city were around that have
threatened would cause
misunderstanding around and the
money start who honestly
then again.

Jesuit was reluctant us

should buy notes new.

New Harlem stopped not at this time
that money would lend not a bank.
Shaped them in the 20 cent but
Celtic purchasers might may about
for have a money cost, which
later might wind on the similar
selling belongs there.

How large天鹅t we might next to buy just yet but channel to ready
to do to in any contingency.

Harlem sent the credit breakdown
would be sent with expenditure by
somebody; that if the bankers
and have freely be would some
almost any amount of $20
they being furnished, and that of
the bankers would correspondingly
done, he would need to answer
to leaving to Lower United
Service.

Consider New York, have once done
indeed.

You began saw a chance to leave
and to sound at ten tracks.
New 31, Member, 
and variations, but 
and extended rentals of 
Guarnier: only to be sold to 
200 million, to be rented in January. 

New 31, Member, 
and variations, but 
and extended rentals of 
Guarnier: only to be sold to 
200 million, to be rented in January. 

Indisc.
New St. Leuca,

and continued our

aoud and continued our

army in order to keep it as

250,000 men, to be rendezvoused near

the town. This was to be

refused by Queen Victoria and

it was agreed to send it instead

by the enemy. The two

first two were all the same valuation

of money, considerable.